Civil War to Civil Rights, **Downtown Heritage Trail**, is composed of 21 illustrated historical markers, each of which is capped with an H.

The trail is divided into three loops, each of which takes about 60 minutes to walk. You can begin your journey at any point along the route.

— **Center Loop** signs are numbered “.1, .2,” etc.
— **East Loop** signs are numbered “e.1, e.2,” etc.
— **West Loop** signs are numbered “w.1, w.2,” etc.

Sign .1 (Center Loop) is found on Seventh Street just south of its intersection with Pennsylvania Avenue and one-half block from the Archives/Navy Memorial station on Metro’s Green and Yellow lines.

You can also begin the trail at one of three other downtown Metro stations: Metro Center (near Signs w.1, w.7, .5 and .6), Judiciary Square (near Signs e.2 and e.3), and Gallery Place/Chinatown (near Signs .4 and e.6).